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PLEASE NOTE: THIS DOCUMENT IS CURRENTLY IN ITS VERY INITIAL STAGE OF 
DEVELOPMENT AND CONTAINS MANY FRAGMENTARY NOTES TO THE PRIMARY 

AUTHOR. ALL COMMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS ARE WELCOME AND ENCOURAGED.

1.0 DOCUMENT PURPOSE

The purpose of this (working) document is to describe a proposed method for tracking and 
measuring the ongoing progress and performance of the Mutual Aid Network (MAN).

2.0 DOCUMENT CONTENTS

The contents of this document consist of the following narrative sections:

3.0 BACKGROUND/RATIONALE: This section describes the general needs for and 
benefits of tracking and performance measures (TPMs), an overview of the types of 
TPMs available and commonly used, and the unique challenges and opportunities 
concomitant with the creation, ongoing operations, and long-range goals of and plans for 
an innovative new economy organization such as the MAN. 

4.0 STANDARD TRACKING AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES: This section 
describes TPMs commonly used in for-profit, non-profit, and governmental organizations 
and their various and respective advantages and limitations.

5.0 ALTERNATIVE TRACKING AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES: This section 
describes various alternative TPMs and their respective advantages and limitations.

6.0 PROPOSED MAN TRACKING AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES SYSTEM: 
This section describes a proposed TPM methodology and structure for the MAN.  
Subsections include: 

7.0 QUALITATIVE DATA ISSUES FOR PROPOSED MAN TPMS: This section explores 
the various issues related to measuring and tracking qualitative data in the proposed 
MAN TPMS.  Subsections include: 

8.0 QUANTITATIVE DATA ISSUES FOR PROPOSED MAN TPMS: This section 
explores the various issues related to measuring and tracking quantitative data in the 
proposed MAN TPMS.  Subsections include: 

9.0 MAN TPM COMMUNICATION CONSIDERATIONS: This section discusses issues 
related to internal and external communication of TPM data. 



10.0 OTHER TPMS CONSIDERATIONS: This section discusses other issues related 
to the proposed MAN TPM, including very long range goals, geographical mapping 
considerations, and other matters not discussed in previous sections.

This document is a work in progress.  Any and all comments are welcome and encouraged. 
If you have any concerns or questions you would rather discuss with the document primary 
author in private, please contact scott murto at symbioticeconomics@yahoo.com, via Skype 
ID=lehman.scott, or at Twitter ID=@lehmanscott1.

3.0 BACKGROUND/RATIONALE

From Neolithic hunters’ scratches on bone marking the season’s Wooly Mammoth kills 
[anyone got a cool link? :) ], to today’s Global Reporting Initiative’s  Sustainability Reporting 
Spreadsheets, tracking the past and planning for the future are defining characteristics of 
human sapience. xxxx…  more…..xxxx

Although they may seem to some to be anathema to the type of holistic thinking associated 
with New Economy initiatives, Tracking and Performance Measures (TPMs) are part of the 
toolkit of the Old Economy worth carrying over to this new era of Transition.  Doing so doesn’t 
mean we need to be measuring and tracking the same types of things with the same set of 
competitive values; all we need do is appropriate the methods that are suitable for our use in a 
collaborative economy, and augment and modify them to suit our own higher cooperative goals 
and purposes.

One example of these new TPM tools is the Genuine Progress Indicator (GPI). [Insert GPI/GDP 
background and summary]

One of the common criticisms of TPM tools like the GPI is that they try to measure aspects 
of our economy which are not easily measured.  [Overview of qualitative/normative and 
quantitative/empirical methodology issues]  We’ll return to this qualitative/quantitative issue later 
in this section.

The GPI is just one new TPM tool that the MAN can use.  Before we examine some others, let’s 
look at the reasons why the MAN should develop a TPM System now and how it can benefit 
from actively using it as the network grows.  Some of these reasons will be obvious, others 
perhaps less so.

1. Internal Tracking about how well we are meeting our goals

2. Internal Feedback Mechanism provides information to enable us to modify 
approaches that are not working as well as we’d like - - before we expend misallocated 
resources

mailto:symbioticeconomics@yahoo.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Global_Reporting_Initiative
https://www.globalreporting.org/reporting/g4/Pages/default.aspx
https://www.globalreporting.org/reporting/g4/Pages/default.aspx
http://questioneverything.typepad.com/question_everything/sapience/


3. General External Communications  reports, articles, papers, presentations, videos, 
media

4. Specific External Communications, for example, future grant applications, hybrid 
business plans, ongoing grant TPM requirements, outside network collaborations

5. Enhanced Funding Opportunities. In regards to the financial sectors of the Old 
Economy, the 21st century is going to be one defined by the Socially Responsible 
Investor (SRI).  SRIs are willing to forego standard TPMs in terms of typical “rates of 
return” on their investments when recipient organizations can demonstrate that they 
are able to track and measure larger societal impacts of their activities beyond standard 
monetary returns.

6. Demonstrate and advertise efficacy of alternative TPMs.  Although the GPI pilot 
project in Maryland discussed previously is a hopeful sign that some governmental 
agencies recognize ….

7. Facilitate Integration with regional/national resiliency initiatives.  DHS, EPA, White 
House Initiative examples…The President’s Climate Data Initiative: Empowering 
America’s Communities to Prepare for the Effects of Climate Change  Measuring/
Mapping/Modeling … resiliency initiatives for dealing with infrastructure breakdowns  

8. Accelerate/push/encourage use of alternative TPMs in the Old Economy  speeding up 
the process

9. Flexibility/diversity in outside-network collaborations  think viral: we need to “infect” 
as many outside organizations as possible and facilitate/enable/accelerate their 
transformation to collaborative forms.  Maximize organizational penetration modes.  All 
orgs are different, no one standard approach/vector.

10. It demonstrates to outside observers that we are serious/professional about the 
large, growing, and integral role that we are players… in their sense of the word and 
in senses they probably aren’t even aware of yet …  [???  not that we don’t do/aren’t 
that already, …  don’t really know what i’m talking about here concerning how we are 
perceived, just speculating...] 

11. Preparation to Integrate with Global Accounting System Changes. This is…. the 
Global Reporting Initiative will be the third part of these changes that New Economy 
Initiatives like the MAN will 

12. Regional/National Long-Term Power-Down Inventory and Prioritization: Among 
knowledgeable observers and policy-makers 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/03/19/fact-sheet-president-s-climate-data-initiative-empowering-america-s-comm
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/03/19/fact-sheet-president-s-climate-data-initiative-empowering-america-s-comm
http://www.bsr.org/en/our-insights/bsr-insight-article/navigating-the-materiality-muddle


[Reasoning behind parallel/dual use of standard and alternative TPMs - example from 
complementary currencies]

[Reasoning why it’s important to set up the TPM now at this early stage of MAN growth]

4.0 STANDARD TRACKING AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

Organizations 

5.0 ALTERNATIVE TRACKING AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

…. One alternative way of measuring GDP is called the Genuine Progress indicator (GPI).  Over 
the last few years the US State of Maryland has been piloting the GPI on a website sponsored 
by…..
 
….An innovative new economic analytical framework was recently developed by the E3N 
network of economists which is specifically designed for new economy innovations which value 
non-traditional and difficult-to-quantify normative measures such as economic equity, social 
justice, and environmental sustainability…  The EAF…
 
… A recently-developed conceptual framework that can be used in conjunction with the EAF is called 
the Symbiotic Economics Conceptual Framework (SECF).  The SECF will enable the integral quantification 
of the qualitative data gathered with the EAF [ephemera Copenhagen Post-Growth Conference paper 
abstract]

6.0 PROPOSED MAN TRACKING AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES SYSTEM

The proposed TPMS for use by the MAN will consist of a synthesis of the GPI, the E3N AF, and 
the GRI SS to construct an innovative alternative economic analytical framework.  This AEAF 
may be implemented using the SECF, depending upon peer review and feedback subsequent 
to its presentation at the Post-Growth Conference in May.

7.0 QUALITATIVE DATA ISSUES FOR PROPOSED MAN TPMS

Qualitative data

8.0 QUANTITATIVE DATA ISSUES FOR PROPOSED MAN TPMS

Quantitative data 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Genuine_progress_indicator
http://www.dnr.maryland.gov/mdgpi/indicators.asp
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5joGyDcUo_3S2J2UG85ekVHUXM/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B5joGyDcUo_3Zkg5dnB6M3hIQmM/edit?usp=sharing
http://www.ephemerajournal.org/content/organizing-post-growth-economy
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1at78m8c-m1FAxH2ag6xT9YbugehfPca0mzA5zvxNioI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1at78m8c-m1FAxH2ag6xT9YbugehfPca0mzA5zvxNioI/edit?usp=sharing


9.0 MAN TPM COMMUNICATION CONSIDERATIONS

Communication of 

10.0 OTHER TPMS CONSIDERATIONS

Mapping: As noted in above Section 3.0, geographical mapping

Link to this document: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1UVlf-ntr77buoUyL3-
XfbPBkAx3kGlxt_ivCEdVlRhA/edit?usp=sharing


